
MARS Masters Cross Country Running

HOW IS CROSS COUNTRY SCORED?

Most Masters cross country meets are scored by each team adding up the places of its 
top 3 finishers.   Each team can have pre-declared up to 4 runners in each 10 year age 
group.  At the Ontario XC Championships scoring is done by place finishes as shown 
below.  
 
MARS Somewhere Else 
 
2 1 
3 4 
6 7 
8  9 

___ ___ 
Score: 11 12
 
If the score is tied after figuring the places of the top 3 finishers, the team with the 
fastest 4th runner wins the meet. 

At The Canadian XC Championships scoring is by cumulative time of top 3 runners.

It is a true team sport.  You matter even if you are not your team’s fastest runner.

TYPES OF PARTICIPATION/COMPETITION?

MARS will go to the following races in 2015:

1.Taylor Creek 5K Cross Country – Toronto, Sept 27 at 1 pm
2. Muskoka Mud Run, Bracebridge, October 3
3. Sunnybrook Park 8K – Toronto, November 1 at 1pm
4. Ontario Cross Country Championships – Etobicoke – Nov 15 (can arrive Nov 14 or 
same day)
5. Canadian Cross Country Championships – Kingston ON – Nov 28 (arrive Nov 27)

WHY PARTICIPATE IN MASTERS CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING?

Perhaps more so than any other sport, cross-country offers numerous learning 
opportunities to the participant. These learning opportunities can help develop and 
strengthen positive qualities and character. Cross country runners will get  the 



opportunity to develop the qualities of hard work, self discipline, perseverance, 
determination, patience and teamwork. The cross-country runner also gets to set goals.
If you are used to longer races, training for and racing XC helps develop your speed for 
longer races.

CROSS COUNTRY PRACTICES

Summer

Training opportunities Tuesdays at both 6:15 am, Thursdays 6:15 am and Sundays 7:30 
am.  Club members will have access to the TeamSnap calendar and can also do 
workouts on their own.

PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING: VOCABULARY

Specificity of Training

The body’s adaptations in response to training are highly specific to the nature of the 
training. To maximize benefits,training should be matched to an athlete’s performance 
goals.

Reversibility

Adaptation to training is lost when training stops. In general, fitness is lost much more 
quickly than it is gained.

Volume

Every runner is different in terms of how many miles they should run. Some runners are 
able to handle more miles than others. Running too many miles can lead to burnout, 
illness, injury and poor performance. Also increasing volume too rapidly will greatly 
increase a runner’s chance of being injured. In general, volume should gradually 
increase during the season and then gradually decrease as workouts become more 
intense and runners seek peak performances.

Intensity

The intensity of each practice is related to a specific energy system emphasis. In 
general we train five energy systems. The energy systems are training in a particular 
order so the athlete will perform best at the end of the season.

Rest



Rest is extremely important in determining the effectiveness of training. Training tears 
down the body. During rest, the body repairs itself and becomes stronger in order to 
prepare for future training. Individual runners differ greatly in the amount of time it takes 
to recover from various workouts. Pay attention to how your body feels following training 
and how long it takes you to recover. A regular sleep pattern of at least 7-8 hours each 
night should be maintained. Disrupting your sleep pattern will create additional stress on 
your body. TRAIN HARD BUT REST TWICE AS HARD!

PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING: PHASES

There are FIVE Phases to training with one peak season for XC.  Only two of these 
phases happen during our fall season, namely the pre-competitive and competitive 
phases.  The best way to realize your true potential as a runner is to put in the base 
training required to become the champion that you are.  The majority of this running is 
easy running but it provides the “BASE” you will need to go harder in the fall.  

5 Phases/1 Peak

1. Base - aerobic development  (May to end July)
2. Strength/hills (August)
3. Pre-competitive/Lactate threshold - maintain volume plus pace work (September to 

mid October)
4. Competitive/Race-Specific/Peak - faster than pace work; 100-120% race speed; also 

tapering for goal race with decrease in volume but increase in speed (mid October to 
end November)

5. Recovery

PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING: SPECIFICS

Hard/Easy Principle

Our muscle systems adapt and improve only after a stress (hard workout) is followed by 
an easy workout (recovery period).  Our easy or recovery runs are as, or perhaps more 
important, than our hard runs.  Runners tend to believe going hard all the time will make 
them faster.  It won’t.  Pay attention to the easy days too!  These are good days to work 
some strides in.



Training Optimally Does Not Mean Training Maximally

If the workout asks us to do a 3 mile tempo run, this means “comfortably hard” but not 
all out.  If you go all out, you risk affecting the quality of other workouts.  Be patient and 
keep your eye on the prize, which will be your big race in late November.

Adapting Your Training Schedule

You may not be able to make all practices and we understand that you have busy lives.  
If you can’t join us, whenever possible, try to do the workout on your own.  Email us if 
you need direction in this area.  If you are injured, it is better to take a short break than 
risk further injury.

4. Types of Workouts (see Principles of Training: Specifics section above)

A. Endurance Workouts - 75-80% of your training happens here! All of these runs are 
“conversational pace” or “comfortably hard”

These workouts have three purposes:  recovery from a previous workout or race, 
improve your endurance (the ability to run longer and longer), and to maintain your 
aerobic fitness level and maximize your aerobic capacity.

1. Recovery Runs

This is a long, slow jog.  Heart rate generally only 65-70% of maximum.  You should find 
it difficult to run this slow at first.  These are used for the 1-2 days after a hard workout 
or race.  These are shorter than other runs and there only goal is RECOVERY.

2. Long, Steady Run

The purpose is to spend time on your feet, develop endurance.  HR is generally 70% of 
maximum or 70% of your maximum perceived effort.  The effort should feel easy and 
steady.  Your endurance will improve from these runs.  Sometimes these runs may end 
with some faster running to simulate hard efforts when you are tired.

3. Easy Runs

The majority of our training is easy runs.  Their purpose is to fully develop and maintain 
your aerobic fitness.  You run these at 75-80% of your maximum heart rate or maximum 
perceived effort.  Don’t run these too fast.  



B. Stamina Workouts (these are also called Acidosis or Lactate Threshold Runs) - 
“comfortably uncomfortable”

These introduce steady, medium paced running.  The goal is to develop your ability to 
run a steady pace for long periods of time.  These runs help increase our Lactate 
Threshold pace which leads to faster races.  These are moderate efforts and avoid 
running too fast.  Generally roughly 20-25s slower than 5K race pace, or 85% of 
Maximum Heart Rate or Maximum Perceived Effort.  These runs are “comfortably 
uncomfortable”.  If you have run distances of 15K to half marathon, this pace is 
roughly the pace you can race these distances, so is not all out.

1. Steady State Runs

These are somewhere between slow and fast running and are used more in marathon 
and longer distance training.  They are also used when building endurance before 
heading into harder training blocks.

2. Tempo Runs and Fartlek Runs (see below)

These are faster than Steady State Runs and our designed to increase your stamina.  
They improve your running rhythm or tempo and should feel comfortably hard.  These 
are run at 85-90% of your maximum heart rate or maximum perceived effort.

3. Tempo Intervals

Slightly faster than tempo runs and are usually broken down into 2-4 repeats with short 
recovery.  These are usually of 8-15 min length and tend to be utilized in longer 
distances than cross country.

4. Cruise Intervals

These are meant to improve your stamina.  They are slightly more intense than Tempo 
Intervals and last 3-8 minutes.  The pace is between 8 and 12 K race pace.  They have 
short recovery of 30s to 2 minutes.  Control is the key here - smooth fast rhythm. 
Negative splitting is key.

5. Progression Runs

We will focus on Fast Finish Progression Runs and Thirds Progression Runs

a. Thirds Progression

Run the first third easy, the middle third moderate pace and the final third, moderately 
hard.  Be careful NOT to run too fast.  The final third should be slower than a tempo run 
and the pace increases gradually over the 3 phases.  You should feel like you could run 
faster without trouble at the end.



b. Fast Finish Progression

You run the majority of these runs at your usual steady, easy run pace.  However, the 
last 5-15 minutes is run SUPER FAST.  You benefit by stressing your muscle 
recruitment, coordination, mental focus and lactic acid tolerance but the short duration 
allows quicker recovery

C. Speed Workouts (also called V02 Max Workouts or Aerobic Capacity) - these 
are hard!

1. Aerobic Capacity Intervals

These are a staple in cross country running.  This is the typical “speed work”.  They are 
generally between 400m and 2000m and run between your 3K and 5K race paces/
efforts.  This is roughly 95% of your Maximum Heart rate or Maximum Perceived Effort.  
The goal is to spend time at our VO2 max or maximum aerobic capacity.  The pace is 
faster than most of what we do, so you will take a recovery jog of about half the distance 
of the interval, or half to the full time that you were doing interval.  

2. Sprint Workouts - also called Repetition workout

These help you develop your top-end speed, and help you work on your stride and form

3. Anaerobic Capacity Intervals

These are repeated hard efforts with recovery jogs in between.  They last 100-400m 
and are run at mile race pace/effort with VERY long recovery intervals (2-5x the duration 
of your fast interval), sometimes as often as you need.  As an example, if you do 200m 
sprints, you would jog 200-400m in between,  The goal here is to expose your muscles 
to a large amount of lactic acid and then let them recover.  The goal is to allow you to 
sprint longer at the end of a race as you adapt to lactic acid build up.

4. Strides

Strides allow you to improve sprinting form by teaching your legs to turn over quickly.  
We do NOT want lactic acid to build up so these are shorter than Anaerobic Capacity 
Intervals.  These last 15-30s (50-200m).  We jog for at least 30s after each of these to 
recover and allow more effort to be put into the next one.  The pace starts slowly (5K 
race pace/effort) and builds to 800m race pace/effort by the end of the stride.  Always 
run fast but stay in control.  Do some of these on flat ground, on gradual uphills and 
downhills.  Generally do 4-20 of these either at beginning, middle or end of a run. These 
are the key to good running form.



D. Other Workouts

1. Hill Repeats

These are EVERYTHING.  They build your stamina, develop your ability to tolerate 
lactic acid, strengthen your legs, and allow you to work on your leg turnover or cadence.  
They do all of this while minimizing the pounding of traditional speedwork.  These are 
run at your mile race effort and about 5K race pace.  Focus on good form with powerful 
push off and strong arm swing.  Occasionally also practice running hard down the hill

2. Fartlek Running

The term Fartlek means “speed play” in Swedish.  It blends continuous training with 
interval training. The variable intensity and continuous nature of the exercise places 
stress on both the aerobic and anaerobic systems. It differs from traditional interval 
training in that it is unstructured; intensity and/or speed varies.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_training
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interval_training
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise_intensity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerobic_exercise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anaerobic_exercise

